Chapter One

SAINT AUSTIN OF KIKUYU

The

beginning of all beauty, Nakusontelon in the Maasai
language, appeared to Ronald O. Preston, an intruding Englishman, "a bleak, swampy stretch of soppy landscape, devoid of human habitation of any sort, the resort of wild animals
of every species." It was bisected by a small river called Uaso
Nairobi - cold stream. That was the site of the future capital of
Kenya. Mr. Preston, rail engineer, had supervised the laying of
the "iron snake" from the Indian Ocean. That iron snake had

wound
miles

500km across the Makupa Creek from Mombasa
the escarpment, across the Taru desert, across the
miles of gradually rising scrub and savannah of the

itself

up
and

Island,

Tsavo region, across rocks and rivers, through the Machakos hills.
Nairobi, mile 325, was reached on May 31st. The Kikuyu raided
the same day. The intruders were evidently not welcome. It was

Our Lord, 1899Many more intruders were

the year of

to thrust themselves uninvited on
and people. Passenger trains would be operating by
August, and on Saturday the 12th, a French Catholic bishop, Emile
Allgeyer, was on board with two companions of the Holy Ghost
Fathers. They were Brother Blanchard Dillenseger and Father
Alain Hemery from Bura Catholic Mission in the Taita Hills. As
the great Athi plains began to spread out and the dark-blue Kikuyu
that place

Highlands to

fill

the horizon, they saw, as Preston had, an im-

mense sea of wild animals: antelope, zebra, wildebeeste fled in
waves from the fiery serpent. Wild-west style cowcatchers swept
the lazier ones aside. Speed 15 m.p.h. They arrived at 6.30 p.m.
after a three-day journey from Voi. Dusk was falling. At over
5000 feet above sea-level, and the month being August, the air
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was cool. A few shacks lay about, lost in the vast plain. There
was not one tree. The train could continue towards Kikuyu station. The three missionaries set up their tent.
Next morning,

Bishop invited as many of the Cathocould be reached to join him for Sunday
Mass. In the evening, he visited them in their quarters and encouraged them to send a petition to the Chief Engineer, Mr.
Whitehouse, to request a Catholic church and a house for the
lic

rail-workers

early, the

who

priest who would take charge of it. The rail authorities had already shown their goodwill by putting a First-Class carriage with
a special luggage van at the disposal of the Bishop. Later, they

would

cheerfully have the Reverend Father, fallen ill, delivered
trolley. Trains would deliver loads of soil to the new
Mission. With their personal baggage and holy books, they had

home by

brought one hundred coffee seedlings from Bura Mission shamba.
With the Word of God, these evangelists intended to plant other
seeds as well.

Nairobi Camp: early 1900's
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Chief Engineer of the Uganda Railway
building of a church in Nairobi. He
invites us to dinner the following evening.
15 August: Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Massfor the
Feast in a large tent provided by Ali Mishram. Bishop Allgeyer
after Mass announces a big meeting of all Catholics thefolloiving
Sunday after Mass.
In the evening we go to look for a site for a mission-station in
Kikuyu country. The Bishop decides to settle provisionally in the
boma of a chief named Mzundo who appears favourable. It is a
few miles from the station on the bank of the Nairobi river. (Near

14 August:

Visit to the

who promised supportfor the

Paulines, Riverside Drive).

16 August: We buy a piece of land from the said Mzundo and
Blanch ard plants the first seeds. In the evening we dine with
Mr. Whitehouse, and the Bishop fixes definitively with him a site
for a Catholic church at Nairobi station (Bishop Allgeyer, a past
Br.

.

pupil of Blackrock College Dublin, spoke fluent English).

This Nairobi

site is

the future Holy Family parish and cathe-

more recently dubbed basilica. It would serve the
multi-racial city community that would grow around that spot.
But Emile Allgeyer's eyes were set further away on the forestcovered heights. A mission to the Kikuyu had for a long time
been in his mind. His predecessor as Vicar Apostolic, Bishop de

dral centre,

Courmont, had often thought about it; from the summit of Kilimanjaro, he could see the sister mount Kenya beckoning. But
the enormous difficulty of penetrating inland so far from the
Coast had forced him continually to postpone the attempt.
Following the example of other Christian missionaries, Anglicans, Methodists and Lutherans, he established a small missionstation at Kozi on the Tana River in 1890. Floods destroyed this
mission and the village itself during the long rains, the following
year. The two missionaries left there, being forced to take refuge
in a tree, suffered greatly from exposure. After being rescued,
they died before the year was out. They were two of the thirty
Spiritans who died in East Africa during the decade. In 1892, a
wealthy American explorer did reach the foot of Mount Kenya
by this route, yet because of the enormous difficulties he met in
the area he thought the expedition a failure. In 1894, a Spiritan
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land caravan setting out from Mombasa was attacked before it
was two days out and forced to turn back. In mid- 1895, the first
Mill Hill caravan passed by Kikuyu and reached Kampala. The
same year, two other caravans on the same route were cut to
pieces by Maasai and Nandi.

worth recalling that in 1862, at the request of. Bishop
Maupoint of Reunion, the Vatican transferred his responsibility
for the whole of Eastern Africa from Somalia to Mozambique,
including all the varied peoples of the interior, to the Holy Ghost
Fathers. (In West Africa they had also been confided the whole
coast from Senegal to Angola). In 1878, the two new vicariates of
West Tanganyika and Nyanza were set up and confided to the
Missionaries of Africa, called "White Fathers" because of their
It

is

robes. (Spiritans were "Black Fathers" for the same reason). "We
welcomed joyfully the first Missionaries who arrived and we continue to extend to them every brotherly assistance," de Courmont,
Bishop wrote to Rome. Very soon again, he handed over the

Dar es Salaam

Vicariate of

The White

Fathers Eastern

came under

Mau

to the Benedictines.

Fathers, in their turn,

the

Uganda and that
so-called Uganda

handed over

to the Mill Hill

modern Kenya which
Protectorate, reaching right up
part of

fact, both White Fathers and Mill Hill
thought Mount Kenya and its people lay within their territory.
Later, the Kikuyu Highlands beyond the Chania River would be
confided to the Consolata Fathers.
In one sense the Kikuyu people on the near side of that same
Chania river were not native to the area. They were the spearhead of a centuries-long penetration of that massive forest-belt
from the West! These dark-brown pioneers having come to the
edge of their world, the forested plateau, were confronted by a
race of red-skinned men (atune) coming at them in the opposite
direction, invading with their iron snake. For the redskins, the
mutual discovery was unpleasant and bothersome, for the brown
man, catastophic. The primeval story of the Mount Kenya peoples was one of evading such light-skinned people.
Thus the mission to the Kikuyu people found them at the
most critical moment of their history. For not only had they realised that they had come to the edge of their universe, and the

to the
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Escarpment. In

proverb promising ever more land proved false, but these very
last years had wiped out huge sections of the population as a
result of drought, locusts, famine and smallpox. Both land and
food would prove wanting, and even their war-shields.
"18 August: Leaving at 7 a.m. for Kikuyu station and from
there to Fort Smith to visit the District Officer, Mr. Hall, and Mr.
Crawshay, who during the whole day was pleased to accompany us
on our walk through the countryside and to give us all the information we desired. From Fort Smith the Bishop wrote a long letter to the
Mother House on Kikuyuland; he is concerned to have established a
reasonably well-defined western boundary to the areas his Holy Ghost
Fathers and Bishop Hanlon 's Mill Hill Fathers were to serve.
19 August: Early in the morning, departure for Nairobi. The
Bishop made the trip from Fort Smith to Nairobi on foot to visit in

more detail the Kikuyu countryside. On

the

way

back,

we

visit Br.

Blanchard's little garden, and one can see with pleasure that the
seeds are beginning to germinate.
20 August: Thirteenth Sunday after Pentecost. Feast of St.
Joachim. Mass is in a large room put at our disposal and prepared
by a few Goans. Fr. Hemery sprinkles the people with holy water,
the Bishop makes a speech to those who have come in quite good
numbers. (130 people, mostly of Goan origin, at that time Portuguese citizens, with a few British, Indian and one Mauritian). The
Mass begins at 8.30 sharp, and during it the Goans perform several pieces of music. Some receive Communion. After Mass, a small
meeting with the principal Goan people. In the afternoon at 4, big
meeting presided over by the Bishop. The Goans undertake to subscribe for the church and to present a petition to Mr. Whitehouse.
Later, the Bishop receives in his tent a visit from Mr. Whitehouse,
his wife and his brother, and gives an account of the meeting to
the ChiefEngineer who promises to do his utmost, so that the Catholics may have a church in Nairobi as soon as possible.
21 August: Depanure ofBishop for the Coast, and ofFr. Hemery
for Bura. Br. Blanch ard remained behind to build a temporary
house. " Bishop Allgeyer's letter was already on its way to the
Spiritan Mother House in Paris. The Superior General at the time
was Bishop Alexandre Le Roy who had formerly worked in Kilimanjaro, Mombasa and Malindi. The date: 18 August 1899-
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my

first letter from Kikuyu country. Ah! Kikuyu
had talked about it so much that at last we had
indeed to go there and to start something.
Kikuyu land (le Kikouyou) is without qualification a mag-

"This

land!

is

We

nificent country, very healthy, the healthiest of

all

East Af-

according to what all the Europeans say, and it is our
own experience. The population is dense and numerous,
about 300,000 inhabitants, and in spite of what people have
said about their ferocity, during the times when caravan
rica,

from them shamelessly, and when the soldiers pitilessly harried them with continued attacks, the
people living there seem gentle, affable, and are in no way
given to making trouble for Europeans, much less for
missionaries, who have come only to teach them and to do
them good. I myself have the proof since the two weeks I
have spent among them, living as it were their life, being
initiated in their customs. Among most other peoples, my
appearance in a village was the signal for people to flee in
every direction, with women displaying all kinds of gestures, and loud shrieks from the children. Here, it is quite
the contrary. At my first visit to the headman of the area,
people gathered around me in a way I had never experienced before: the men came and staightforwardly shook
hand, and all the women wanted to do the same; I
reserved that honour for some of them who had a regal
bearing. (Remark that it was quite uncommon for a French
cleric of the time to shake hands with a woman). The children came and went, dodging to every side around me,
some pulling my shoe-laces, some pulling my socks, some
determined to sit on my knees, to have the pleasure of
pulling my beard and to examine if everything in me, nose,
ears and eyes, were the same as on their own dark faces.
carriers stole

my

We can have there for all our missionaries
first

class sanatorium,

in the Vicariate a

where they can come by

train with-

out cost. What a great advantage!"
Bishop Allgeyer obviously appreciated the friendliness of the
people. However, he was unaware that he had already offended.
He had broken one fundamental rule in the purchase of land: no
individual may sell land without consulting the elders of the village. Second, Kikuyus never recognised individual ruling chiefs,
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and those who called themselves chiefs were collaborators of
the invader. Third, all those he had made friends with, Chief
Engineer Whitehouse and his wife, Railhead Engineer Preston,
Lion-killer and Engineer Patterson and all their workers, PoliceInspector Moore with whom Fr. Hemery stayed - not one of
them was considered a friend by the Kikuyu people in general.
Dr. Hinde and Mr. Ainsworth with whom the Fathers became
quite friendly, their collaborator Capt. Meinertzhagen, considered stock-raiding and massacre as acceptable means to impose
the rule of Law! Mr. Hall, the District Officer, called by the Kikuyu
Wanyahoro, smooth-tongued, untrustworthy person, who had
received the Bishop so politely, had written to his father a few
years before that the only solution for the Kikuyu was "to wipe
them out; and I should be only too delighted to do so."

In 1896, the same Mr. Hall had settled three English families in
the heart of the country at Murang'a, renaming it after himself
Fort Hall! So the

Kikuyu

who had

progressively but peacefully

pygmy, Athi and Dorobo
keeping traditional names of places, refraining
from hunting, must now be prepared in their turn to be settled
by the Red Strangers, who claimed all uncultivated land as the
property of their Queen 4000 miles away!
settled the territories of the original

forest-dwellers,

Paradoxically, these very strangers who had initially come to
these parts to destroy the slave-trade in East Africa would now
reduce to a Tsarist-type serfdom, knout included, the freedomloving Kikuyu who by some miracle had virtually been untouched
by it. Our Spiritan diarist could complain to the pages of his
journal: "Poor people, and you haven't seen the end of it yet. " A

whole people had been beggared.
Yes, the children had climbed up on the Bishop's knee, but it
would take more than that to convince a whole populace that
you were different. "Gutiri muthungu na mubia," the saying would
go, "Planter and priest are the same."
A Journal entry reads: "Mr. Ainsworth has allowed moving the
camp of the sick closer to the Mission so that ive can take care of
them and baptize the dying. " These were mostly smallpox patients. One of the traders had tried to force them into the forest.
Their own people were not above leaving them out on the hy19
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"

ena

trails.

was

different.

Perhaps people might begin to

realise that

Mon

Pere

1 September: Visits to some Goans and to Mr. Patterson, Railway Engineer, from whom we obtain some planks to make doors
and windows for the temporary hut.
12 September: We go looking for some corrugated sheets to roof
the temporary house; and also some loads of rice to pay the local
workers who are plastering our hut with mud.

13 September:

Visit to

the great chief of the Maasai, Lenana,

accompanied by Mr. Patterson. (Lenana and his father had managed the red menace more skilfully than their brothers and rivals, the

Kikuyu).

14 September: During the whole day, we work at putting up the
roof of the house. The locals plaster inside.
Fr. Hemery, now returned from Bura, has also visited Mr. Ainsworth, Vice-Commissioner of the Province, the magistrate of Nairobi, several engineers, and two captains of the Railway. Every-

where excellent reception.
17 September: Afternoon, Father, Brother and "children" go
for a walk towards the fields to chase away the monkeys who are
starting to steal our potatoes. There seem to be quite a lot of them
in the neighbourhood.

18 September:

and from

Visit to Mr.

there to

Patterson

England by

who is to leavefor Mombasa,

the French mail boat. The Indians

him a beautiful engraved silver bowl for having delivered
them from two man-eating lions in the Tsavo neighbourhood. (Our
diarist does not mention the long epic poem they had composed
in his honour. The lions had killed twenty-four rail-workers and
offer

scores of local people). After this very touching ceremony, the
champagneflowed abundantly. In the evening, dinner offered by
Dr. Brook in honour of the same Mr. Patterson brought together
nearly all the Europeans in Nairobi. Nineteen of them. Songs.

Nothing was missing at the celebration.
Patterson also gave me a present of a good camp-bed, a
sofa, and four loads of rice.
20 September: Walk through the countryside. It seems quite wellpopulated.
Toasts.

Mr
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"

21 September: Visits to several Engineers, Mr. Wilby, Mr.
Eastwood, to Captains Tompkins and Foley and to several Goans.

Then to Dr. Brook who brings me to see the sick in the hospital.
The temporary house being nearly complete except for doors
and windows, Br. Blanchard begins to transplant the vegetables in the garden. The drought continues, which gives him double work to do.
22 September: While in the garden, we learn that Nairobi market went on fire during the night- all stalls have been burnt down.
"Siafu" soldier-ants are coming to disturb us at every moment during the night.
23 September:

No news from the Coast, nor of the materials
asked for to finish the house.
Nearly every day, the chiefMzundo supplies us with some mutton and cows' milk in exchange for a little tea.
Evening. Supper with Dr. Brook.
24 September: Eighteenth Sunday after Pentecost Our Lady of
.

Ransom. Mass

in

a

big

room

in Nairobi.

After lunch with Mr. MacCallum, return to the Mission.
Afternoon walk through the country. On the way back, Br.

Blanchard passes by the camp for those with smallpox and baptizes one child in danger of death.
25 September: Mass inside the house.
The report to the Mother House reads: "The mission-station
was founded. Bishop Allgeyer has given the name Simonisdale
of (his friend) Canon Simonis. He has
put the station under the patronage of St. Augustine or, as is said
in English, St. Austin, Apostle of England."
Since the foundation, Fr. Hemery has been able to baptise 80
children in danger of death. In the garden already there are growing every kind of vegetable: cabbages, potatoes, lettuce, onions,

to the place in

memory

radishes, etc.

So began

St.

Austin of Kikuyu -

St.

Augustin du Kikouyou.
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